
Intercultural CommunicationIntercultural Communication

Intercultural Communication Intercultural Communication 
DefinedDefined

Intercultural Communication is the Intercultural Communication is the 
management of messages for the management of messages for the 

purpose of creating meaning across purpose of creating meaning across 
cultures.cultures. Culture, according to Culture, according to 

PhilipsenPhilipsen, is defined as , is defined as ““A socially A socially 
constructed and historically transmitted constructed and historically transmitted 

pattern of symbols, meanings, pattern of symbols, meanings, 
apprentices, and rules.apprentices, and rules.”” In other In other 

words, culture is a code (Griffin, 3rd ed. words, culture is a code (Griffin, 3rd ed. 
404).404).



•• Unit of AnalysisUnit of Analysis
•• The unit of analysis for intercultural communication is the cultThe unit of analysis for intercultural communication is the culture itself. ure itself. 
•• List of Representative TheoriesList of Representative Theories
•• Anxiety Uncertainty Management TheoryAnxiety Uncertainty Management Theory
•• Critical Theory (Critical Theory (HabermasHabermas))
•• Critical TheoryCritical Theory ((DeetzDeetz))
•• CrossCross--cultural Adaptationcultural Adaptation
•• CultrualCultrual Critical StudiesCritical Studies
•• Face NegotiationFace Negotiation
•• Feminist GenreFeminist Genre
•• GenderlectGenderlect
•• Marxist TheoryMarxist Theory
•• Meaning of Meaning TheoryMeaning of Meaning Theory
•• Muted Group TheoryMuted Group Theory
•• Nonverbal TypologiesNonverbal Typologies
•• Standpoint TheoryStandpoint Theory
•• StrangerStranger



Anxiety Uncertainty Anxiety Uncertainty 
Management TheoryManagement Theory

•• Explanation of Explanation of Theory:"InterculturalTheory:"Intercultural encounters are characterized by high encounters are characterized by high 
levels of uncertainty and anxiety, especially when cultural varilevels of uncertainty and anxiety, especially when cultural variability is ability is 
high.high. Effective communication is made possible by our ability to mindEffective communication is made possible by our ability to mindfully fully 
manage our anxiety and reduce our uncertainty about ourselves anmanage our anxiety and reduce our uncertainty about ourselves and the d the 
people with whom we are communicating" (Griffin, p. 496).people with whom we are communicating" (Griffin, p. 496).

•• Theorists: William B. Theorists: William B. GudykunstGudykunst

•• Individual Individual Interpretations:WheneverInterpretations:Whenever two people meet for the first time, two people meet for the first time, 
there is uncertainty accompanied by feelings of uneasiness knownthere is uncertainty accompanied by feelings of uneasiness known as as 
anxiety.anxiety. These feelings are heightened whenever there is an interculturaThese feelings are heightened whenever there is an intercultural l 
encounter between.encounter between.



•• Critical TheoryCritical Theory
•• Explanation of Explanation of Theory:Theory:DeetzDeetz’’ss Critical Critical 

theory says that communication is theory says that communication is 
merely the transmission of information, merely the transmission of information, 
which perpetuates which perpetuates managerialismmanagerialism and and 
the corporate colonization of everyday the corporate colonization of everyday 
life. (Griffin (p.495). life. (Griffin (p.495). 

•• TheoExample:YouTheoExample:You may feel may feel 
powerless during the national powerless during the national 
elections because so many political elections because so many political 
candidates are associated with candidates are associated with 
lobbying and money.lobbying and money. You may feel You may feel 
that even if you had the power, you that even if you had the power, you 
have little timehave little time--given the demands given the demands 
of work and/or school of work and/or school –– to engage to engage 
in public discussion of such issues in public discussion of such issues 
as health care, gun control, and as health care, gun control, and 
euthanasia.euthanasia. ristsrists: : Stanley Stanley DeetzDeetz



•• Cross Cultural TheoryCross Cultural Theory
•• Explanation of Explanation of Theory:TheTheory:The idea that immigrants idea that immigrants 

and aliens in foreign countries who participated in and aliens in foreign countries who participated in 
networks of the host country would be more networks of the host country would be more 
likely to become likely to become accutluraetedaccutluraeted than immigrants than immigrants 
who were involved only in immigrant who were involved only in immigrant 
communication networks.communication networks. InfanteInfante et al 1997et al 1997

•• Theorists: Young KimTheorists: Young Kim



CultrualCultrual Critical StudiesCritical Studies

•• THE CULTURAL AND CRITICAL STUDIES DIVISION THE CULTURAL AND CRITICAL STUDIES DIVISION 
encourages humanistic, interdisciplinary research into encourages humanistic, interdisciplinary research into 
communication. Perspectives with a home here range from literarycommunication. Perspectives with a home here range from literary, , 
and cultural and critical analysis to creative and philosophicaland cultural and critical analysis to creative and philosophical
essays. It sponsors researchessays. It sponsors research--paper sessions, theme presentations, paper sessions, theme presentations, 
and other scholarly activity at the yearly convention of the and other scholarly activity at the yearly convention of the 
Association for Education in Journalism and Mass CommunicationAssociation for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication



Face NegotiationFace Negotiation

•• Culture has a significant impact on how people communicate and mCulture has a significant impact on how people communicate and manage anage 
conflict with each other individually, and between groups. Cultuconflict with each other individually, and between groups. Culture provides re provides 
the frame of reference for individual and group interaction becathe frame of reference for individual and group interaction because it use it 
consists of values, norms, beliefs, and traditions that play a lconsists of values, norms, beliefs, and traditions that play a large part in arge part in 
how a person or a group identify themselves. Dr. Tinghow a person or a group identify themselves. Dr. Ting--Toomey states that Toomey states that 
conflict can come from either a direct clash of these cultural bconflict can come from either a direct clash of these cultural beliefs and eliefs and 
values, or as a result of misapplying certain expectations and svalues, or as a result of misapplying certain expectations and standards of tandards of 
behavior for a given situation. Facebehavior for a given situation. Face--Negotiation Theory identifies three goal Negotiation Theory identifies three goal 
issues that conflict will revolve around: content, relational, aissues that conflict will revolve around: content, relational, and identity.nd identity.33

•• Content conflict goalsContent conflict goals are external issues that an individual holds in high are external issues that an individual holds in high 
regard. regard. Relational conflict goalsRelational conflict goals, as the name implies, refer to how , as the name implies, refer to how 
individuals define, or would ideally define their relationship windividuals define, or would ideally define their relationship with the other ith the other 
member in a conflict situation. Finally, member in a conflict situation. Finally, identity based goalsidentity based goals involve issues of involve issues of 
identity confirmation, respect, and approval of the conflict memidentity confirmation, respect, and approval of the conflict members. These bers. These 
goals have the deepest connection with culture and they are mostgoals have the deepest connection with culture and they are most directly directly 
related to facerelated to face--saving issuessaving issues



Feminist GenreFeminist Genre
•• Explanation of Explanation of Theory:Theory:FGTFGT evaluates communication by evaluates communication by 

identifying feminist speakers and reframing their speaking qualiidentifying feminist speakers and reframing their speaking qualities ties 
as models for womenas models for women’’s liberation. s liberation. 

•• Theorists: Theorists: KarlynKarlyn KohrsKohrs Campbell Campbell 
•• Individual Individual Interpretations:Interpretations:TheThe womenwomen’’s movement cannot be s movement cannot be 

judged by malejudged by male--gendered, rhetorical standards because womengendered, rhetorical standards because women’’s s 
rhetoric reflected the unique experience of women. rhetoric reflected the unique experience of women. 



GenderlectGenderlect

•• Gender studies is a Gender studies is a fieldfield of of interdisciplinaryinterdisciplinary study which analyzes the study which analyzes the 
phenomenon of phenomenon of gendergender. Gender studies is sometimes related to studies of . Gender studies is sometimes related to studies of 
classclass, , racerace, , ethnicityethnicity, , sexualitysexuality and and locationlocation..[1][1]

•• The philosopher The philosopher Simone de BeauvoirSimone de Beauvoir said: said: ““One is not born a woman, one One is not born a woman, one 
becomes one.becomes one.””[2][2] In gender studies, the term "gender" is used to refer to In gender studies, the term "gender" is used to refer to 
the the social and cultural constructionssocial and cultural constructions of masculinities and femininities, not of masculinities and femininities, not 
to the state of being male or female in its entirety.to the state of being male or female in its entirety.[3][3] The field emerged The field emerged 
from a number of different areas: the sociology of the 1950s andfrom a number of different areas: the sociology of the 1950s and later (see later (see 
Sociology of genderSociology of gender); the theories of the psychoanalyst ); the theories of the psychoanalyst Jaques LacanJaques Lacan; and ; and 
the work of feminists such as the work of feminists such as Judith ButlerJudith Butler..

•• Each field came to regard "gender" as a practice, sometimes refeEach field came to regard "gender" as a practice, sometimes referred to as rred to as 
something that is something that is performativeperformative..[4][4] Feminist theoryFeminist theory of of psychoanalysispsychoanalysis, , 
articulated mainly by articulated mainly by Julia KristevaJulia Kristeva[5][5] (the "semiotic" and "abjection") and (the "semiotic" and "abjection") and 
Bracha EttingerBracha Ettinger[6][6] (the "matrixial trans(the "matrixial trans--subjectivity" and the "primal subjectivity" and the "primal 
mothermother--phantasies"), and informed both by phantasies"), and informed both by FreudFreud, Lacan and the , Lacan and the Object Object 
relations theoryrelations theory, is very influential in gender studies., is very influential in gender studies.



Marxist TheoryMarxist Theory

•• Marxists view capitalist society as being one of class dominatioMarxists view capitalist society as being one of class domination; the n; the 
media are seen as part of an ideological arena in which various media are seen as part of an ideological arena in which various class class 
views are fought out, although within the context of the dominanviews are fought out, although within the context of the dominance ce 
of certain classes; ultimate control is increasingly concentrateof certain classes; ultimate control is increasingly concentrated in d in 
monopoly capital; media professionals, while enjoying the illusimonopoly capital; media professionals, while enjoying the illusion of on of 
autonomy, are socialized into and internalize the norms of the autonomy, are socialized into and internalize the norms of the 
dominant culture; the media taken as a whole, relay interpretivedominant culture; the media taken as a whole, relay interpretive
frameworks consonant with the interests of the dominant classes,frameworks consonant with the interests of the dominant classes,
and media audiences, while sometimes negotiating and contesting and media audiences, while sometimes negotiating and contesting 
these frameworks, lack ready access to alternative meaning systethese frameworks, lack ready access to alternative meaning systems ms 
that would enable them to reject the definitions offered by the that would enable them to reject the definitions offered by the 
media in favour of consistently oppositional definitions. (media in favour of consistently oppositional definitions. (ibid.ibid.) ) 



Meaning of Meaning TheoryMeaning of Meaning Theory
•• Explanation of Theory:Explanation of Theory:Misunderstanding takes place when people Misunderstanding takes place when people 

assume a word has a direct connection with its referent. Words assume a word has a direct connection with its referent. Words 
don't mean; people mean. A common past reduces don't mean; people mean. A common past reduces 
misunderstanding. Definition, metaphor, feedforward, and Basic misunderstanding. Definition, metaphor, feedforward, and Basic 
English are partial linguistic remedies for a lack of shared English are partial linguistic remedies for a lack of shared 
experience. (Griffin, p. 492) experience. (Griffin, p. 492) 

•• Theorists: Theorists: I. A. RichardsI. A. Richards
•• Individual Interpretations:Individual Interpretations:People create meaning in words by People create meaning in words by 

the way they use them, words alone mean nothing.the way they use them, words alone mean nothing. Noise is Noise is 
anything that comes between the senders intentional meaning and anything that comes between the senders intentional meaning and 
the receiverthe receiver’’s actual meaning, a common past reduces s actual meaning, a common past reduces 
noise.noise. People with similar backgrounds, therefore, usually People with similar backgrounds, therefore, usually 
experience less noise in their communication with one another. experience less noise in their communication with one another. 



Muted Group TheoryMuted Group Theory

•• Muted Group TheoryMuted Group Theory developed out of the cultural anthropology developed out of the cultural anthropology 
field, but more recently has been developed in communication field, but more recently has been developed in communication 
mostly as a mostly as a feministfeminist and crossand cross--cultural theory. Muted group theory cultural theory. Muted group theory 
helps explain communication patterns and social representation ohelps explain communication patterns and social representation of f 
nonnon--dominant cultural groups.dominant cultural groups.



•• Non Verbal TypologiesNon Verbal Typologies

•• Explanation of Theory: Explanation of Theory: The body's nonverbal The body's nonverbal 
movements in relation to every aspect of communication.movements in relation to every aspect of communication.

•• Theorists: Theorists: Paul Ekman and Wallace Friesen Paul Ekman and Wallace Friesen 

•• Example:Example:Emblems: Movements that are functionally Emblems: Movements that are functionally 
equivalent to words. equivalent to words. 
Illustrators: Movements used in conjunction with words to Illustrators: Movements used in conjunction with words to 
assist receiver in comprehension. assist receiver in comprehension. 
Affect Displays: Movements that express emotions. Affect Displays: Movements that express emotions. 
Regulators: Movements used to regulate the interaction Regulators: Movements used to regulate the interaction 
between people. between people. 
Adaptors: Behaviors which once served a purely physical Adaptors: Behaviors which once served a purely physical 
need, but have been need, but have been ““adaptedadapted”” to serve other needs. to serve other needs. 



Standpoint TheoryStandpoint Theory

•• Standpoint theoryStandpoint theory is a is a postmodernpostmodern method for analyzing method for analyzing interinter--
subjectivesubjective discoursesdiscourses. "Developed primarily by social scientists, . "Developed primarily by social scientists, 
especially sociologists & political theorists. It extends some oespecially sociologists & political theorists. It extends some of the f the 
early insights about consciousness that emerged from early insights about consciousness that emerged from 
Marxist/socialist feminist theories and the wider conversations Marxist/socialist feminist theories and the wider conversations about about 
identity politics. It endeavors to develop a identity politics. It endeavors to develop a feminist epistemologyfeminist epistemology, or , or 
theory of knowledge, that delineates a method for constructing theory of knowledge, that delineates a method for constructing 
effective knowledge from the insights of women's experience."effective knowledge from the insights of women's experience."[1][1] It It 
arose amongst arose amongst feministfeminist theorists, such as theorists, such as Dorothy SmithDorothy Smith, , Nancy Nancy 
HartsockHartsock, , Donna HarawayDonna Haraway, , Sandra HardingSandra Harding, , Alison WylieAlison Wylie, and , and 
Patricia Hill CollinsPatricia Hill Collins..



StrangerStranger

•• At least one of the persons in an At least one of the persons in an 
intercultural encounter is a stranger. intercultural encounter is a stranger. 
Strangers are a 'hyperaware' of cultural Strangers are a 'hyperaware' of cultural 
differences and tend to overestimate the differences and tend to overestimate the 
effect of cultural identity on the behavior effect of cultural identity on the behavior 
of people in an alien society, while of people in an alien society, while 
blurring individual distinctions. blurring individual distinctions. 


